Meeting held at Winnellie Park on Sunday, 3 November 2019

WEATHER: Fine  TRACK: Good
Stewards: E Berry, J Kirstenfeldt
Veterinary Surgeons: J Monteira-Pereira
Lure Driver: S McGowan

REDECLARATION OF WEIGHTS:

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Injury:
DANA TWIG
Illness: N/A

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
SUNSET LICORICE - injured 10 days from 3/11/2019

FINES: N/A
SATISFACTORY TRIALS: N/A
SUSPENSIONS:
MIGHTY MAGAZINE - injured in running - 10 days from 3/11/2019

SAMPLES TAKEN:
BYE FELICIA
CHOICE WAY

STEWARDS ADVICE: The following greyhounds were vetted and found not to be injured CAIRNLEA BUSTER

Race 1 - Mixed M/5/312 - Mixed M/5 - 6:52 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. SHE'S ENOUGH and CAIRNLEA BUSTER bumped shortly after the start. POWER OF EIGHT checked off the heels of CAIRNLEA BUSTER near the driving tower. CAIRNLEA BUSTER checked off the heels of SHE'S ENOUGH approaching the home turn. SHE'S ENOUGH and CAIRNLEA BUSTER bumped on the home turn, causing CAIRNLEA BUSTER to lose ground

An examination of the greyhound CAIRNLEA BUSTER after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered no apparent injuries.

RESULTS:
1: No.7 FUSE BOX at 2.50
2: No.4 BAR KING BRO at 10.90
3: No.8 AUNTY CHRIS at 4.80

RUN ON: 7, 4, 8, 2, 3
MARGINS: 1 1/2, 8 1/4, 1 1/4, 1 1/2
TIME/SPLITS: 18.66, 7.36-11.30

Race 2 - Grade 4/312 - Grade 4 - 7:11 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. CROCODILE BOLT checked off the heels of AIN'T NO TIME approaching the home turn. AIN'T NO TIME checked off the heels of NEVER FEAR near the driving tower. CROCODILE BOLT and AIN'T NO TIME bumped near the driving tower. CROCODILE BOLT checked off the heels of TRIPLE CROWN RIA near the driving tower, TRIPLE CROWN RIA checked off the heels of QUETZALLI shortly after.

RESULTS:
1: No.7 CHOICE WAY at 6.40
2: No.3 GO BRANDI at 1.50
3: No.6 PONTYPIARI at 17.90

RUN ON: 7, 3, 6, 2, 8, 5, 4, 1
MARGINS: 3, 3 1/4, 1 1/4, 1, 3 3/4, 1 1/2, 1
TIME/SPLITS: 18.28, 7.25-11.03
Race 3 - Mixed 1/2/3/312 - Mixed 1/2/3 - 7:32 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. CANDY PAINT checked off the heels of MATILDA ROAD near the driving tower causing MATILDA ROAD to lose ground, MATILDA ROAD and JUNK YARD DIGGER bumped shortly after. HAWK GLIDE checked off the heels of PRIOR WARNING near the driving tower. JUNK YARD DIGGER and MATILDA ROAD bumped approaching the home turn. FABULOUS CHANCE raced wide at the home turn. PRIOR WARNING and HAWK GLIDE bumped at the home turn.

RESULTS:
1: No.2 BETTY TURPIN at 7.70
2: No.5 CANDY PAINT at 4.70
3: No.3 FABULOUS CHANCE at 17.70
Unplaced Fav: 6 HAWK GLIDE at 2.40

RUN ON: 2, 5, 3, 6, 1, 8, 4, 7
MARGINS: 4 3/4, 2 1/2, 1/2, 1/2, 1 1/2, 3 1/2
TIME/SPLITS: 18.40, 7.30-11.10

Race 4 - Mixed M/4/5/537 - Mixed M/4/5 - 7:55 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. NAME TO SHAME and SPRING DOUBLE bumped shortly after the start. CAIRNLEA SADIE checked off the heels of EIGHTS JABIRU'S at the first turn. BUSTER NORRIS checked off the heels of NAME TO SHAME at the first turn. CAIRNLEA SADIE raced wide at the first turn.

RESULTS:
1: No.4 EIGHTS JABIRU'S at 2.30
2: No.6 NAME TO SHAME at 14.50
3: No.2 BUSTER NORRIS at 30.80

RUN ON: 4, 6, 2, 1, 8
MARGINS: 3 3/4, 2 1/4, 10, 5 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 32.17, 5.41-12.21

Race 5 - Mixed 1/2/3/383 - Mixed 1/2/3 - 8:14 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. SNOOP A LOOP and SPIRIT MONELLI bumped shortly after the start. MILEEKA and JESSIE QUICK bumped in the home straight.

RESULTS:
1: No.1 MILEEKA at 1.60
2: No.2 JESSIE QUICK at 20.80
3: No.4 SNOOP A LOOP at 4.40

RUN ON: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8
MARGINS: head, 1, neck, 2 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 22.77, 11.24-11.53

Race 6 - Grade 5/312 (1) - Grade 5 - 8:31 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. TIARA'S MISS checked off the heels of PIZZA TOOL in the back straight. WHISPER QUICK checked off the heels of COSTLY GIRL in the back straight. NOTORIOUS KING checked off the heels of COSTLY GIRL near the driving tower. NOTORIOUS KING raced wide at the home turn. COSTLY GIRL checked off the heels of TIARA’S MISS on the home turn.

An examination of the greyhound MIGHTY MAGAZINE after the race revealed that the greyhound had suffered an injury to its offside rear foot webbing. As a result of the injury, MIGHTY MAGAZINE was suspended from racing for 14 days.

RESULTS:
1: No.2 WEEONA PEARL at 2.10
2: No.3 MIGHTY MAGAZINE at 24.70
3: No.1 NIGHT CHARM at 6.90

RUN ON: 2, 3, 1, 7, 8, 5, 4, 6
MARGINS: 5, 2 3/4, 4 3/4, 1, HEAD, 1/2 HEAD, 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 18.29, 7.24-11/05

Race 7 - Mixed M/5/383 - Mixed M/5 - 8:55 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. BOWDEN checked off the heels of DARREN ALLEN near the driving tower. BLUEBOW and SNOW MUCH FUN bumped on the home turn. BLUEBOW and SNOW MUCH FUN bumped again shortly after.

RESULTS:
1: No.5 PRETTY PAYTON at 9.50
2: No.2 JAMIE MARIE at 5.10
3: No.7 RINGBARK WYATT at 5.50
Unplaced Fav:8 SNOW MUCH FUN at 2.20

RUN ON: 5, 2, 7, 6, 8, 4, 1
MARGINS: 3/4, 2 1/4, 1/2 HEAD, 1 1/2, 1, 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 22.76, 11.09-11.67

Race 8 - Grade 5/312 (2) - Grade 5 - 9:10 PM
The greyhounds made an even start. NIGHT ALLURE checked off the heels of SMILEY'S REVENGE near the driving tower. MALITA MAGAZINE raced wide at the home turn.

RESULTS:
1: No.6 BYE FELICIA at 22.60
2: No.5 COFFEE KING at 7.00
3: No.2 DESTINI DELTA at 3.20
Unplaced Fav:8 JOE MAN at 2.90

RUN ON: 6, 5, 2, 4, 8, 1, 7, 3
MARGINS: 1, 1 1/4, 1 1/2, 3 1/4, 2, 3 1/2, 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 18.46, 7.33-11.13

The greyhounds made an even start. WEEONA BEC checked off the heels of NOT A BANG shortly after the start. WEEONA PADDY checked off the heels of SMILEY'S HOPE shortly after the start. SMILEY'S HOPE checked off the heels of ANDREW'S GIFT entering the back straight, ANDREW'S GIFT and EIGHT PRINCES to bumped shortly after. WEEONA PADDY checked off the heels of ANDREW'S GIFT in the back straight, causing WEEONA PADDY to lose ground and collide with PETE'S KITCHEN.

RESULTS:
1: No.1 WEEONA WENDY at 1.60
2: No.2 WEEONA BEC at 7.70
3: No.3 NOT A BANG at 9.60

RUN ON: 1,2,3,7,4,8,6,5
MARGINS: 2 1/4, 3 1/4, 3 1/2, 3 3/4, 3/4, 2, 3/4
TIME/SPLITS: 22.53, 11.15-11.38